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By Takashi Matsuoka

Random House Publishing Group, United States, 2003. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint.
168 x 102 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Once in a great while a new novelist comes
along who dazzles us with rare eloquence and humanity, with flawless storytelling and a unique
understanding of another place and time. Takashi Matsuoka is just such a writer. His magnificent
new novel, set amid the violence and beauty of nineteenth-century Japan, takes us beyond the epic
tradition of James Clavell s Shogun and into a majestic realm of samurai and geishas, ninjas and
Zen masters. Brilliantly imagined, gloriously written, Cloud of Sparrows is at once a sweeping
historical adventure and a love story of almost unbearable poignancy. It is storytelling on the grand
scale from a novelist of astounding depth and grace. Cloud of Sparrows It is the dawn of the New
Year, 1861. After two centuries of isolation, Japan has been forced to open its doors to the West,
igniting a clash of cultures and generations. And as foreign ships threaten to rain destruction on the
Shogun s castle in Edo, a small group of American missionaries has chosen this time to spread the
word of their God....
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ReviewsReviews

This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo Kuhlman-- Jo Kuhlman

This kind of publication is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ida Herman-- Ida Herman
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